Module 3 - Activity 8 & 9: The Laser
Scanners & Meeting a 'Dino Bot'
Overview
Students will use repeat and forever loop blocks to create a sequence of instructions to
program the robots, as well as design creative music code.

Computing PoS Reference
Write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or
simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts.
Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with various forms of input
and output.

Learning Objective
Learn to use simple inputs (keyboard keys) and design algorithms using repeat and
forever loops.

Success Criteria
All: I can create simple algorithms using loops (repeat and forever block).
Most: I can create and debug simple algorithms using loops (repeat and forever block).
Some: I can create and debug simple algorithms using loops (repeat and forever block)
and explain the difference between the two.

Key Words
events, key pressed,
motion, control, input,
sound, wait, repeat,
repetition, forever,
continuous, loop, sprite,
debug.

Computer Science
Concepts
Algorithm design.
Debugging.
Control.
Motion.
Input/Output.
Loop.
Sound.

Cross Curricular
Concepts
Mathematics: time,
coordinates.

Introduction
Share the learning objective and the success criteria. Play 'The Robot's Plan' and remind
students of the adventure so far.
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Activity 8: The Laser Scanners
EXPLORE: Play until the test area is reached.
Q: Can you remember any of the blocks in EVENTS (e.g.
when green flag clicked)?
Explain to students that when the coordinate block is set
at x:-100, y:0, the robot will return to the start area.
Q: Look at the coordinates, how do you think the block
works? (invisible x & y axis cross in the centre of the
screen).
Introduce the when key pressed block, click on the word
‘space’ to reveal the drop down. Show students the
different options that are available.
Q: What do you think this is for? Which keys do you use
when you play games at home?
Are some keys easier to use than others? (For games,
keys that are close together are popular. such as the
arrow keys).
Continue with the instructions until the repeat block is
introduced.
Q: Do you think using the repeat block will be easier?
Explain that blocks held inside this block will loop a given
amount of times.

CHALLENGE 1: Activity 8: The Laser Scanners
Now set the students off in pairs to click on The Laser Scanners and complete the activity on
their own. They should continue with the adventure until they meet the Dinobot!
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Activity 9: Meeting a 'Dino Bot'
CHALLENGE 2: Activity 9: Meeting the 'Dino Bot'
Explain that the students will be creating a music program for the pink and grey robots to try
and move the Dino Bot out of the way. Ask students to start the activity, giving them time to
click between the two robots and experiment with the different sound blocks until they are
happy with their code. Once they are happy, the children can continue until everyone is safely
down the escape slide.
EVALUATE: Ask students to explain how they completed the challenges. Discuss the new
event block that they used to create their code.
Q: What is the difference between a repeat loop and a forever loop? Can they think
of other examples when they could use each one?

SEN Support
Students to work in
mixed ability pairs.

Resources
Whiteboard

Extension Activity
Ask the children to make a
list of everyday examples
that we could put in a
forever block such as,
eating and breathing.

Possible Key Questions For Assessment
What did you learn about coding today?
Can you explain what problems we had to solve and how we solved them?
Did you find anything tricky or confusing?
What new events blocks did we use today and why were they useful?
Are there other blocks that you could use with the repeat or forever block?
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